Abstract
Introduction
Just as a wide range of applications and time-to-market pressures have driven audio-rate processing towards programmable DSPs, the need for greater functionality and short product cycles will push the video industry to programmable VSPs. In addition to offering great flexibility and video-rate performance at lower cost than multimedia-enhanced microprocessors (e.g. MAX2 for Hewlett Packard's PA-RISC [5] ), programmable VSPs can also motivate the development of new types of multimedia applications by providing an efficient means to design, implement and test algorithms.
Because of the nature of video-rate signals, multimedia applications generate a considerable demand for real-time and computational-intensive processing. E.g., an MPEG-2 encoder requires from a few hundred million to several billion RISC-equivalent operations per frame [6] . On the other hand, VLIW architecture, while keeping hardware simple, combines a high degree of parallelism with the efficiency of statically scheduled instructions. The brevity makes the architecture easy to implement and attractive. The 90's have seen a great popularity of VLIW architecture in a number of commercial products such as Philips's TriMedia [11] and Chromatic Research's Mpact2 [7] .
In this paper, we focus on the data-path synthesis of Princeton VSP, which is a VLIW-based microprocessor consisting of several clusters. We use trace-driven analysis to evaluate the performance of application on many different architectures with varying parameters such as register file size, number and type of functional units, et al. Since the trace length of a real application is in the order of 10 9 instructions or even more, trace-driven studies are very time-consuming, hence we cannot afford evaluating all the possible solutions in the design space. Instead, we use some statistical information collected at full-length simulation to estimate the performance without looking at the whole trace every time for each different data-path.
For a number of reasons, we use MPEG-2 encoder as a case study of data-path synthesis for our VSP. First, this is a comprehensive example which represents a category of typical video applications. Second, this application is fairly complicated and challenging for next-generation VSP -no programmable VSPs today can implement it yet. Third, the application is becoming very popular from home video to satellite broadcasting. Finally it is readily available.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We go over some related work in section 2, and then introduce the architecture of Princeton VSP in section 3. Section 4 discusses our methodology in detail. Section 5 shows the results. Finally conclusions are drawn in section 6 with future work.
Micro-architectural synthesis is an overwhelmingly complicated task. An important case study of a VLIW processor based video system was done by Camposano et al. [1] . Using hardware/software co-design techniques, they synthesized a DCT-based video compression system. However, they did not model the VLIW processor precisely. Instead, they only analyzed the ratio of different instructions in a given application; dependencies among these instructions were neglected. Therefore their tool can only generate a lower bound on the resource numbers and an upper bound on the achievable performance.
Fisher and his colleagues at HP Labs practiced a more detailed exploration of VLIW VSPs [4] . They retargeted a VLIW compiler onto different architectures, generated object code from benchmark programs, ran the code trough a simulator to get the execution time, and compared the cycle counts along with area and clock speed obtained from estimation. Although this method can yield precise results, simulating the whole application would take such a long time that only experiments with small pieces of code are practical. Not surprisingly, as Fisher et al. have observed, the target architecture is very sensitive to the programs being executed -an architecture best tailored for one program may perform very poorly (up to six times worse) for another one. As a result, the overall performance of the entire application on the target architecture is still hard to predict, even though the performance of some kernel algorithms is known. Therefore evaluating the complete application is necessary.
In our previous work, using trace-driven architectural exploration, we analyzed the entire trace of several real video applications, including H.263, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 CODECs, and studied their performance on different parallel architectures [10] . The results show us which architectural tradeoffs enhance the overall performance in the application domain and how we should balance processor resources among registers, functional units and memory units. By comparing the results, we can choose in the multi-dimensional design space the next point to evaluate and then analyze that architecture. This would save us tremendous time as compared to exhaustive search. However, the procedure requires a lot of involvement of human being -the designer has to enter the number and type of each hardware resource, and then decide the next set of architectural parameters based upon previous simulation results. Hence it would very helpful if some tools can automatically narrow the set of candidate architectures. Figure 3 .1 depicts the architecture of Princeton VSP. This is a VLIW-based microprocessor in which several clusters are integrated together on a single die to deliver high performance required for video signal processing. Inside each cluster, there are several functional units (ALUs, shifters and/or multipliers), a few memory units (for memory load and store operations), a local register file, and some local memory. Inter-cluster communication is provided by a global crossbar which is able to transfer any register from one cluster to another within a single cycle.
Architectural model

Figure 3.1: Architecture of Princeton VSP
Given a 32-port crossbar, there are a number of configurations. E.g. there could be 8 clusters each having four issue slots, or 16 clusters each having two issue slots, and so on. Depending on the applications being executed, the clusters could be homogenous or heterogeneous. Wolfe et al.'s study of five key VSP kernel algorithms shows that architectures with 16 clusters outperform 8 clusters [8] .
In each cycle, our VLIW processor can issue 32 regular instructions (executed by the functional units and memory units) and one branch instruction (executed by the branch unit, which is not shown in Figure 3 .1), achieving a high degree of parallelism.
Focusing on the data-path of the VSP, we are interested in finding out the optimal numbers of registers, functional units and memory units for a specific application, namely MPEG-2 encoder. Although knowing these numbers is still far away from the final chip, at least we can determine the basic architecture of the VSP and fix the programming model.
Methodology
To synthesize an architecture, we must perform several tasks. The first and most basic problem is to estimate the cost of the architecture; given that we are using library components such as SRAMs and data-paths, we can easily obtain accurate area estimates. We also need to evaluate the performance of the architecture. This step is much more challenging given the large sizes of the traces on which performance estimates are based; much of our work has gone into performance estimation. In our problem, we limit the size of the design space by only allowing certain resource configurations. This not only makes the chip easy to implement (it is difficult to layout an architecture with arbitrary configuration), but also simplifies compiler design. Starting from the assumption of using 16 clusters, we outline our search space with following parameters:
• Notice that the numbers listed above should be divided by 16 in order to get the configuration for each cluster. When the resource number is not a multiple of 16, the architecture becomes heterogeneous. E.g. if we are to use 8 shifters, then half of the 16 clusters will not have any, while the other half will have one each.
Performance and cost
We use total execution time of the application and chip area (not including instruction cache) as the metrics for performance and cost respectively. The total execution time is further defined as the product of cycle count and clock rate. We obtain the cycle count through trace-driven analysis, which will be explained in the next subsection. 
Number of ports
Trace-driven analysis
Since the instruction set of our VLIW VSP has not yet been fully defined, it is very difficult to evaluate the performance of an architecture. To deal with this problem, we follow the same idea Fisher et al. practiced, i.e. to try to match the application being analyzed with the structure and size of the candidate architecture, rather than specific opcodes [4] . However, unlike Fisher et al., we do not have a sophisticated retargetable VLIW compiler, and thus we have to devise some other method.
Figure 4.2.1: Flow chart of trace-driven analysis
Instead of doing static instruction scheduling at compilation time, which requires a highly optimized compiler, we schedule instructions dynamically at simulation time. Figure 4 .2.1 illustrates the procedure of our experiments on SGI workstations. In addition to the dynamic trace, our scheduler also takes in the disassembled program (for dependency analysis) and a resource description file (which specifies the availability of all the hardware resources and their parameters). Since in our approach the application is instrumented and actually run on a processor rather than being interpreted by a program, the speed is orders of magnitude faster than a software simulator. Other highlights of our scheduler include moderate storage requirement, linearity in terms of input trace length, and using an extremely large search window (up to one billion instructions) to exploit 
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Resource description parallelism in a wide range from basic-block level to functional and loop level. Further information about the scheduling algorithm can be found in out previous work [9] [10] .
As for the precision of our methodology, of course there are always certain tradeoffs between accuracy and CPU time in performance analysis. Our experience from hand-coding five kernel algorithms in an MPEG-2 encoder [8] shows that the scheduler produces comparable results.
Performance estimation
Although our scheduling algorithm is quite efficient, it still takes a long time (5-10 hours) to simulate a whole application, just because the length of the dynamic trace is too long. Therefore we hope that we could get the cycle count without looking at the trace, but how? As pointed out in our early studies of the VSP architecture, by analyzing the statistical information accumulated at simulation, we can identify the bottleneck and figure out the most efficient way to use the resources [10] . E.g. Figure 4 .3.1 shows the distribution of ALU instruction issue rate on a specific architecture. The quintuple (1024, 24, 16, 16, 16) denotes the architecture with 1024 registers, 24 memory units, 16 ALUs, 16 shifters, and 16 multipliers. Since over 50% of the total execution time a large number of instructions can be issued to ALUs, we would guess that increasing the number of ALUs is very likely to shorten the execution time. On the other hand, decreasing the number of ALUs would probably degrade the performance a lot. Similarly Figure 4 .3.2 tells us that halving or doubling the number of shifters is not likely to affect the total execution time remarkably.
Obviously it is hard to crank out a precise cycle count just from estimation, but it is possible to get an upper bound and a lower bound by redistributing the bars in the histogram. E.g. if the number of ALUs is reduced from 24 to 16, then the bars corresponding to 17-24 ALU instructions (per cycle) have to be broken down ( Figure  4.3.3) . Remember that each cycle counted by the n th bar indicates that n instructions can be issued simultaneously in that cycle, hence a 20-instruction cycle will be remapped to one 16-instruction cycle followed by one 4-instruction cycle, and so on. Notice that in the above case, some other (later issued) ALU instructions may be scheduled into the same cycle as the 4-instruction cycle, provided that all the dependencies have been cleared. Therefore the new cycle count from re-mapping is pessimistic. On the other hand, when we increase the number of units of a resource, we can redistribute the histogram the other way round. Nonetheless, we don't know which lowissue-rate cycles can be chosen to form a high-issue-rate cycle. Of course we can extract and save that information at simulation, but that would require a gigantic data structure with as many entries as the total cycle count. Moreover, manipulating such a big data structure would not be much faster than a complete simulation. Our solution to this problem is very simple: we just subtract from the total cycle count the number of cycles corresponding to the rightmost bar in the histogram. E.g. assuming that we are given 8 more ALUs to our alreadysimulated 16-ALU architecture, then the new cycle count would be cut down by the number of cycles corresponding to the 16 th bar. The reason can be explained as follows (refer to Figure 4.3.3) . Imagine the situation on the old architecture when more than 16 instructions can be issued on the enlarged architecture. Since the scheduling algorithm is greedy, the old architecture must be able to 
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issue 16 instructions in that cycle, after which the rest instructions are issued in the following cycle. Not counting the 16-instruction cycle means to issue all the instructions in the following cycle. Apparently this simple estimation yields an optimistic cycle reduction for two reasons. First is that the following cycle may have more than 8 instructions (because the scheduler can squeeze in some other independent instructions), making it impossible to issue more than 24 instructions (as we only have 24 ALUs). The other reason is that a 16-instruction cycle cannot always be merged with another cyclesometimes the parallelism is exactly 16.
So far we have only changed one resource parameter and considered the impact on the resource itself. However, when we alter the histogram of one resource, the others' could be changed as well due to correlation between different instruction types. To make our bounds tighter, we have to use another piece of information -the dependency array. This is a 3-D array in which element
[n] specifies the number of cycles when at least one res 1 -instruction depends on n res 2 -instructions and thus has to be issued later. By adding a few lines of code to the dependency analyzer in our scheduler, this 3-D array can be easily obtained as a byproduct of simulation.
When the number of one resource is reduced, the parallelism of other resources (which have dependency on the reduced resource) is also diminished, which can be reflected by the dependency array. E.g., when the number of ALUs is reduced from 32 to 24, in the worst case (∑ 24<i≤32 dep [multiplier] [ALU] [i]) extra cycles will be introduced to multipliers. Similarly when the number of ALUs is increased from 24 to 32, same amount of stall cycles (indicated by the 0 th bar in the histogram) can be eliminated for multipliers in the best case.
As a summary, when we decrease the number of one resource, the total cycle count is going to increase, and we can get an upper bound. On the other hand, when we increase the number of one resource, we will get a lower bound on cycle count. However, since the cycle count adjustment is done individually for each resource, we might end up with four different upper/lower bounds for memory unit, ALU, shifter and multiplier respectively. In an extreme case, the real cycle count increase (or decrease) could be the sum of the increase (or decrease) of all the four resource types. Since such a bound is too loose and the situation is too odd to happen, we use the average of the four numbers as a semi-bound. The results from simulation show that our semi-bounds are always true bounds, no matter whether they are upper or lower bounds.
All the discussions we have made previously are based on a very important fact, i.e. the number of registers does not change. We find that it is very difficult to come up with some quantitative estimation about the impact of register numbers. Therefore we have to do the same experiments four times, each for a different register file size.
Algorithm
The main flow of the algorithm is outlined in Figure  4 .4.1 below. We use two sets, solutions and database, to keep respectively all the promising solutions and results either simulated or estimated. Being afraid that our synthesis algorithm may miss some solutions due to inaccuracy, we randomly picked out 100 architectures from the design space (which contains 768 points in total) and simulated the MPEG-2 encoder trace for these architectures. Fortunately our test passed -all the 100 solutions were discarded because they implied bigger area yet lower speedup than at least one of the winners in Table 5 .1.
Results
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we use an MPEG-2 encoder as a case study of the data-path synthesis for a VLIW-based VSP. Our contributions include using a trace-driven scheduling method to evaluate the architecture and a quantitative estimation of the impact on cycle count when varying resource numbers. We apply the synthesis algorithm in our architectural exploration. Results show that our estimations are precise enough to be used when evaluating different architectures.
To simplify the problem, we limit the choice of some design parameters so as to reduce the search space. In general this may not be persuasive. Hence our future work will combine some search techniques (e.g. simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, et al.) to explore the space more smartly and efficiently.
